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CoroDrill® 860 with -GM geometry: High-performance in challenging
operations
Featuring a new grade, innovative flute design and a multi-layer PVD-coated tip, CoroDrill® 860 with GM geometry is a high-performance optimized drilling solution for short holes primarily in steel, stainless
steel, cast iron and hardened materials. It also performs competitively in HRSA and non-ferrous
materials such as aluminium. Ideal for automotive and general engineering applications.

Watch our demo film

Sandvik Coromant’s free digital tools
Sandvik Coromant developed some free digital tools that are
available on its website.
Check out Sandvik Coromant’s most popular digital features:
•
•
•

E-learning program*
CoroPlus® Tool Guide
Apps and calculators

To get the most of the digital tools and access additional features,
register an account on Sandvik Coromant!
*Web registration required

> Visit Sandvik Coromant’s website to find out more

Upgraded turning tools:
CoroTurn® TR and CoroTurn® 107
With CoroTurn® TR and CoroTurn® 107 tools for external
turning are now upgraded with Coromant Capto® tool holders,
featuring through-tool delivery of precision coolant from
machine to cutting edge. CoroTurn® TR is first choice for
external profiling in all materials, while CoroTurn® 107 is used
for external turning of slender components in all materials.

> Learn more

Formulas for successful machining
Calculating correct values for different machining parameters is a crucial
factor in metal cutting.
Find the most relevant formulas and definitions here.

> Machining formulas

Keep an extra eye on your tool wear
Use Sandvik Coromant’s tool wear analyzer app and attachable
microscope to analyze what is causing your tool wear and get
recommendations on how to reduce your waste.

> Tool wear analyzer

How to apply CoroDrill® DS20?
Access and watch the webinar recording.
Sandvik Coromant held a webinar last month on the right strategies for
drilling in irregular surfaces, for crossing-holes, or plunge drilling using its
latest indexable insert drill, CoroDrill® DS20.
You can easily access and watch the webinar recording at the link below.

> Access the webinar recording
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